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Role of TL1A in the Pathogenesis of Rheumatoid Arthritis
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TNF-like ligand 1A (TL1A), a member of the TNF superfamily, is the ligand of DR3 and DcR3. Several types of cells, such as endothelial cells, monocytes/macrophages, dendritic cells, and CD4 and CD8 T cells, are capable of producing this cytokine. In present study, we demonstrated that TL1A aggravated collagen-induced arthritis in mice. It increased collagen-induced arthritis penetrance and clinical scores as well as the severity of the pathological findings. TL1A administration led to the occurrence of multiple enlarged germinal centers in the spleen, and it boosted serum anti-collagen Ab titers in vivo. In vitro, TL1A augmented TNF-α production by T cells upon TCR ligation, and it greatly enhanced Th17 differentiation and IL-17 production. We further showed that human rheumatoid arthritis (RA) synovial fluids had elevated TL1A titers, and human chondrocytes and synovial fibroblasts were capable of secreting TL1A upon TNF-α or IL-1β stimulation. Taken together, these data suggest that TL1A secretion in lymphoid organs might contribute to RA initiation by promoting autoantibody production, and TL1A secretion stimulated by inflammatory cytokines in RA joints might be a part of a vicious circle that aggravates RA pathogenesis. The Journal of Immunology, 2009, 183: 5350–5357.
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production in T and NK cells (25). TL1A enhances the ability of NKT cells to secrete IL-13. Mice receiving anti-TL1A Ab or transgenic mice with T cells/NK cells expressing dominant-negative TL1A are resistant to lung inflammation (10). TL1A also promotes adhesion of monocytes to endothelial cells, and it presumably enhances their exudates to extravascular space (26). Intracellular IL-17+ CD4 cells are increased when TL1A is present in a condition favoring Th17 differentiation. Conversely, TL1A-null mutant DC cells have a reduced capability of supporting Th17 cell differentiation (20). Furthermore, TL1A-null mutant mice are resistant to experimental autoimmune encephalitis induction, which requires Th17 (20). These in vitro and in vivo data have demonstrated that TL1A is an important mediator of inflammation.

In this study, we explored the role of TL1A in RA pathogenesis. TL1A administration exacerbated collagen-induced arthritis (CIA) and augmented serum Abs against collagen in a mouse model. Further mechanistic experiments showed that fibroblast-like synoviocytes were capable of producing TL1A upon TNF-α and IL-1β stimulation, and TL1A, in turn, enhanced the production of inflammatory cytokines, including TNF-α and IL-17, by T cells. The implications of these findings in RA pathogenesis are discussed.

Materials and Methods
Reagents
Recombinant human TL1A (aa 72–251) was produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and subsequently processed to >95% purity, as described earlier (8). Recombinant mouse IL-1β, TNF-α, TGF-β1, and IL-6 were purchased from R&D Systems. Neutralizing mAbs against IFN-γ and IL-4 were obtained from R&D Systems. PE-conjugated anti-IL-17 mAb was from BD Biosciences.

Mouse CIA model
Eight- to 10-week-old DBA/1LacJ male mice (The Jackson Laboratory) were used for this study. The Human Genome Sciences’ Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approved all experimental protocols used in this work.

The scheme of the mouse CIA model is depicted in Fig. 1A. Briefly, DBA/1LacJ mice were immunized at the base of the tail with 100 μg of bovine type II collagen (BTIIC; Chondrex), which was emulsified in equal volumes of Freund’s complete adjuvant (2 mg/ml Mycobacterium tuberculosis, strain H37Ra; Difco) on day 0. Three groups of immunized mice were then injected i.p. daily with buffer (PBS), TL1A (1 mg/kg/day), or heat-denatured TL1A (HD-TL1A), respectively, from day 5 to 20. As a positive control, a fourth group was challenged on day 15 with a single s.c. injection of LPS (60 μg/mouse). The mice were examined for the development and severity of arthritis from day 5 to 50. Disease severity was scored on a scale from 0 to 3 by visual inspection of paws, and score criteria were as follows: 0.5, one or more swollen digits; 1.0, entire paw swollen; 2.0, deformity following acute edema; and 3.0, ankylosis (i.e., total loss of joint function). The scoring was done by two independent observers without knowledge of the experimental groups. The scores for each of four paws were added together to give a final score, such that the maximal severity score could be 12 for a given mouse. The mice were considered as having arthritis if their clinical score was ≥0.5.

Histology
After sacrificing animals on day 50, limbs (including the paw and ankle) were surgically removed and fixed in 10% buffered formalin. Following decalcification in 5% formic acid, the specimens were processed for paraffin embedding. Tissue sections (7 μm) that were stained with H&E were scored by a certified pathologist for mean inflammation, pannus formation, cartilage damage, and bone damage. The overall score was based on a set of three to four joints per animal and all were scored on a 0–5 scale, as previously described (27). A mean score for each animal was determined for each parameter, and these were averaged to determine group means.

Chondrocyte culture
Human osteoarthritis (OA) cartilage samples from femoral condyles and tibial plateaus were obtained from OA patients undergoing total knee replacement (n = 4; mean ± SD of age, 64 ± 11 years). All OA patients were diagnosed according to the criteria developed by the American Col-
For Th1 polarization, 10 ng/ml recombinant mouse IL-12 and 10 μg/ml anti-IL-4 mAb (clone 145-2C11) were added to the culture. For Th2 polarization, 20 ng/ml recombinant mouse IL-4 and 10 μg/ml both anti-IL-12 mAb (10 μg/ml; BD Biosciences) and anti-IFN-γ mAb (10 μg/ml; R&D Systems) were added. For Th17 polarization, cultures were supplemented with recombinant mouse IL-6 (20 ng/ml; R&D Systems), recombinant human TGF-β1 (5 ng/ml; R&D Systems), and anti-IL-4 and anti-IFN-γ mAb (10 μg/ml; R&D Systems). Recombinant human TL1A was added at concentrations of 0, 40, 200, and 1000 ng/ml.

For IL-17 assays, cells were washed and stimulated with 5 nM PMA and 500 ng/ml ionomycin in the last 4 h of 3 days of culture; the supernatants were then collected for cytokine analysis. For IFN-γ and IL-4 assays, the cells were kept in culture for 5 days and then stimulated with 5 nM PMA, 500 ng/ml ionomycin, and 50 U/ml recombinant human IL-2 in the last 12 h, and the following steps were the same as those of IL-17.

**Results**

**TL1A aggravated CIA in mice**

With mouse CIA as a model, we investigated the roles of TL1A in disease development. DBA/1LacJ mice were immunized with BTIIC in CFA. A group was injected with PBS as negative controls, which did not develop any disease, as expected. Sixty percent of the BTIIC-immunized mice (CIA-PBS group) developed CIA within 50 days (Fig. 1B). Disease onset followed a slow kinetics, as CIA was not detected before day 24, and at day 40, only 35% of the mice showed CIA. As a positive control, a group of BTIIC-immunized mice was boosted with LPS (CIA-LPS group) on day 15, and it induced a rapid onset of arthritis within 2 days; that is, on day 16, 80% of the mice became arthritic, and on day 20, 90% became arthritic. When human recombinant TL1A (in all experiments of this study, the recombinant TL1A used was of humans) was administered intraperitoneally on days 5 and 10, 80% of the mice became arthritic. When human recombinant TL1A (in all experiments of this study, the recombinant TL1A used was of humans) was administered intraperitoneally on days 5 and 10, 80% of the mice became arthritic.

**FIGURE 1.** TL1A aggravates CIA clinical scores in mice. A, Scheme of CIA induction and TL1A administration. B, RA incidence in mice receiving different treatments. Naive-PBS indicates naive mice that received PBS i.p. from day 5 to 20; CIA-PBS, mice received BTIIC immunization on day 0 and PBS from day 5 to 20; CIA-LPS, mice received BTIIC immunization on day 0 and a single LPS (60 μg/mouse) injection s.c. on day 15; CIA-TL1A, mice received BTIIC immunization on day 0 and daily i.p. TL1A (1 mg/kg/day) injection from day 5 to 20; CIA-HDLTL1A, mice received BTIIC immunization on day 0 and daily heat-denatured TL1A (1 mg/kg/day) injection i.p. from day 5 to 20; n = 10 for each group. C, RA clinical scores of mice receiving different treatments during 50 days of observation. Mice from B were scored for their RA condition on the days indicated, and mean scores ± SEM were plotted. D, RA clinical scores of mice receiving different treatments on day 50 after initial BTIIC immunization. Mice from B were scored for their RA condition on day 50 after the BTIIC immunization. The horizontal lines represent mean scores of the group. Differences in scores between the CIA-TL1A and CIA-PBS groups and between the CIA-TL1A and CIA-HDTL1A groups were highly significant (p = 0.0015 and p = 0.004, respectively; ANOVA).
was administered from day 5 to 20 (CIA-TL1A group), it significantly aggravated CIA induction. The disease started its manifestation earlier (day 20), compared with BTIIC immunization alone (day 24), and presented 100% penetrance on day 40, compared with only 35% for BTIIC immunization alone. On the other hand, BTIIC-immunized mice treated with heat-inactivated TL1A (CIA-HDTL1A group) showed disease development kinetics similar to those of BTIIC immunization alone. This ruled out the possibility that the aggravated CIA in TL1A-injected mice (CIA-TL1A group) was due to pyrogen contamination in the TL1A preparation, or due to its nonspecific effect as a foreign Ag, as the recombinant human TL1A was used in our experiment.

The data are also presented in the form of clinical scores (Fig. 1, C and D). Throughout the 50-day observation period, the BTIIC-immunized group did not present a mean clinical score above 2. Administration of heat-denatured TL1A from day 5 to 20 had no obvious effect (Fig. 1C). In the positive control group with LPS injection at day 15, the clinical score rapidly increased from 0 to a mean of 2.5 in 2 days. In the group that received TL1A for 15 days from day 5 to 20, the clinical score was significantly elevated, as its mean scores reached 3.0 on day 38 and 5.0 on day 50, compared with the CIA-PBS control group (Fig. 1C). At the end of the study on day 50, the score of this test group was significantly higher than that of the CIA-PBS group and the CIA-HDTL1A group (\( p < 0.0015 \) and \( p < 0.004 \), respectively) (Fig. 1D).

Representative histology sections of hind paws of CIA-PBS and CIA-TL1A mice at day 50 are illustrated in Fig. 2A. The left panel shows relatively normal histology of a CIA-PBS hind paw. The right panel is from a paw affected by TL1A-aggravated CIA. The pathological findings included obvious cartilage damage with synovial layer loss, severe pannus formation, and bone destruction and deformation. There were severe inflammatory changes, including congestion, edema, and significant cell infiltration within the articular space and around or between joints. Diffused cell infiltration in the s.c. area was also observed. The histopathology of each treatment group was scored semiquantitatively, and the results are depicted in Fig. 2B. While CIA-PBS and CIA-HDTL1A groups showed no difference in their scores, the score of the CIA-TL1A group was significantly higher than those of these two groups.

**FIGURE 2.** Effect of TL1A on CIA histology. A, Histology of mouse joints. DBA/ILacJ mice were immunized with BTIIC to induce CIA in the absence or presence of TL1A injection. They were sacrificed on day 50 and the hind paws were sectioned and stained with H&E. Left panel, Hind paw from a CIA-PBS mouse; right panel, hind paw from a CIA-TL1A mouse. B, Histopathological scores of mouse joints. Mice from Fig. 1B were sacrificed on day 50, and joint histology was scored semiquantitatively. The horizontal bars represent the mean scores of each group (n = 10). The histopathological scores of the CIA-TL1A group are significantly higher than those of the CIA-PBS and CIA-HDTL1A groups (\( p = 0.0006 \) and \( p = 0.002 \), respectively; ANOVA t test).

**FIGURE 3.** TL1A enhances humoral immune responses. A and B, Effect of TL1A on serum collagen-specific Abs. Sera from mice as described in Fig. 1B were collected at the time of sacrifice (day 50 after initial BTIIC immunization). Collagen-specific IgG Ab (A) and IgG2a Ab (B) were measured by ELISA. The data are expressed as U/ml of 1/100 diluted sera. The horizontal bars represent the means of each group (n = 20). Serum collagen-specific IgG and IgG2a levels in the CIA-TL1A group are significantly higher than those in the CIA-PBS and CIA-HDTL1A groups (\( p \) values are indicated in the graphs; ANOVA t test). C and D, TL1A drastically increases spleen germinal center formation. DBA/ILacJ mice were injected i.p. with TL1A (3 mg/kg/day) for 10 days, and spleen histology is shown. C, Normal spleen from a naive mouse. D, Spleen from a TL1A-injected mouse.
Note that LPS-treated mice presented high clinical but low pathological scores. LPS triggers innate immune responses and inflammatory cytokine releases. It mainly causes swelling and loss of function of joints, but results in little cartilage and bone damage. Thus, LPS-treated mice showed high clinical scores, which were mainly based on joint swelling and function. On the other hand, severe pathological scores were based on pannus formation, cartilage damage, and bone damage, which were absent in LPS-treated mice.

**TL1A increased humoral immune responses in vivo**

Collagen-specific autoantibodies are pathogenic in RA and are directly disease-causative in CIA. Serum collagen-specific IgG and IgG2a levels were measured at the end of the study on day 50 in mice receiving different treatments (Fig. 3). Naive mice (naive-PBS group) presented no anti-collagen IgG (Fig. 3A) and IgG2a Abs (Fig. 3B). The CIA-PBS and CIA-HDTL1A groups had similar levels of collagen-specific IgG and IgG2a Abs, but these Abs were elevated in the CIA-LPS group, as expected. In the CIA-TL1A group, levels of these Abs were significantly higher than those of the CIA-PBS group (for both IgG and IgG2a, $p < 0.05$) and the CIA-HDTL1A group ($p < 0.01$).

Secondary lymphoid organs, such as the spleen, are the place where B cells undergo activation and differentiation and become Ab-producing plasma cells. We examined the effect of TL1A on spleen histology. As shown in Fig. 3C, in the normal spleen (left panel), small germinal centers were occasionally present in the white pulp. However, in the spleen of mice treated with TL1A (3 mg/kg/day for 10 days without any additional immunization), there were many enlarged germinal centers displaying lightly stained areas, which might have been due to cell proliferation. This suggests that TL1A could promote humoral immune responses, and it explains the significantly augmented anti-collagen Ab levels in mice with BTIIC immunization followed by TL1A treatment.

**TL1A expression in synovial fluids and cells in joints**

Inflammatory cytokines locally produced in joints play an important role in RA pathogenesis. To test whether TL1A was produced locally in joints, we first assessed its presence in RA synovial fluids. As shown in Fig. 4A, TL1A was below the detection level in synovial fluids from RA joints ($n = 7$) or from non-RA joints ($n = 4$) were assayed for TL1A by ELISA. Means ± SD of triplicate samples are shown. Each bar represents an individual patient. Non-RA synovial fluid TL1A levels were below the detection level of the assay. A, Augmented TL1A mRNA expression in mouse CIA joints. RNA was extracted from skinless proximal interphalangeal joints of CIA (3 wk after collagen/CFA injection) or naive mice, and TL1A mRNA was quantified by RT-qPCR, using β-actin mRNA as internal control. The signal ratios of TL1A mRNA/β-actin mRNA are presented. Each symbol represents an individual mouse. Short horizontal bars represent mean signal ratios of each group. TL1A signals of the RA group are significantly higher than those of the naive group ($p < 0.01$, Student’s $t$ test). B, Augmented TL1A mRNA expression in mouse CIA joints. RNA was extracted from skinless proximal interphalangeal joints of CIA (3 wk after collagen/CFA injection) or naive mice, and TL1A mRNA was quantified by RT-qPCR, using β-actin mRNA as internal control. The signal ratios of TL1A mRNA/β-actin mRNA are presented. Each symbol represents an individual mouse. Short horizontal bars represent mean signal ratios of each group. TL1A signals of the RA group are significantly higher than those of the naive group ($p < 0.01$, Student’s $t$ test). C, TL1A and DR3 mRNA levels in human chondrocytes and SF. Human chondrocytes and SF were cultured in the presence of various concentrations of IL-1β (200 pg/ml) and TNF-α (10 ng/ml). Samples were in duplicate. The cells were harvested at 24 h after culture, and TL1A and DR3 mRNA levels were determined by RT-qPCR, using β-actin mRNA as internal control. The signal ratios of TL1A mRNA/β-actin mRNA are presented. D, Kinetics of TL1A mRNA expression from 45 min to 20 h after culture. E, TL1A in SF culture supernatants. Human SF were cultured in the presence of various concentrations of IL-1β and TNF-α for 24 h (upper panel) or 24 and 48 h (lower panel). Samples were in triplicate. Cytokine concentrations are indicated. TL1A in the supernatants were determined by ELISA. Means ± SD of TL1A concentrations in each sample are illustrated. Data of C–E are from representative experiments, and similar results were obtained in two to three independent experiments.
in synovial fluids of four non-RA individuals. On the other hand, six out of seven synovial samples from RA patients showed elevated TL1A levels.

We also tested TL1A expression in joints from CIA mice and found that its mRNA level was significantly augmented, compared with that of joints of naive mice (Fig. 4B), suggesting the involvement of local TL1A in CIA pathogenesis. To identify the cell source of synovial fluid TL1A, human chondrocytes and SF were cultured in plain medium or in the presence of inflammatory cytokines IL-1β or TNF-α, and their TL1A mRNA levels were quantified by RT-qPCR. As shown in Fig. 4C, chondrocytes in the resting state had barely detectable TL1A mRNA, but its expression increased in the presence of TNF-α but not IL-1β after 24 h. SF presented higher constitutive TL1A mRNA level, and the expression increased slightly after IL-1β treatment, but significantly after TNF-α stimulation (Fig. 4C). Careful kinetic study revealed that TL1A mRNA was rapidly elevated in SF within 3–6 h after IL-1β stimulation, while it took 20 h to reach high levels after TNF-α stimulation (Fig. 4D). At the protein level, both IL-1β and TNF-α dose-dependently enhanced TL1A secretion by SF at 24 h after culture (Fig. 4E, top panel), and 48-h supernatants contained more TL1A than 24-h supernatants (Fig. 4E, bottom panel). This result revealed that SF was a source of local TL1A, which might influence inflammation in situ in the joints.

On the other hand, neither chondrocytes nor SF showed apparent constitutive DR3 mRNA expression, nor did they up-regulate DR3 expression after IL-1β and TNF-α stimulation (Fig. 4C), indicating that TL1A was unlikely to exert an autocrine effect on these cells. Indeed, TL1A did not affect proliferation of chondrocytes and SF, nor did it impact their apoptosis (data not shown). Therefore, chondrocytes and SF seemed not to be the intended targets of locally produced TL1A by SF.

**TL1A expression in secondary lymphoid organs**

In mouse CIA, systemic TL1A administration increased titers of anti-collagen Ab, which are pathogenic. In RA patients, particularly in rheumatoid factor-positive patients, their serum TL1A levels are increased (30). This implies that extra-articular TL1A might also be involved in pathogenesis of RA and mouse CIA. We assessed whether TL1A was produced in secondary lymphoid organs in our CIA model. We showed that TL1A expression was induced in MHC class II⁺/CD11c⁺ dendritic cells (Fig. 5A) and F4/80⁺ macrophages/monocytes (Fig. 5B) in draining inguinal lymph nodes 2 wk after tail base injection of CFA or of CFA plus collagen. CFA alone was sufficient to up-regulate TL1A, and the presence of collagen along with CFA further increased TL1A expression in these cells.

**Effect of TL1A on lymphokine production**

In RA, considerable T lymphocyte infiltration occurs in joints once the disease starts. What is the effect of local TL1A on these cells, which are known to express TL1A receptors (i.e., DR3)? We assessed the influence of TL1A on lymphokine secretion by T cells. With TCR ligation, TL1A enhanced TNF-α production in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 6A). Under a Th17-differentiation condition, the presence of TL1A in culture drastically increased IL-17 secretion (Fig. 6B). It is conceivable that these local inflammatory cytokines, that is, TNF-α and IL-17, triggered by TL1A could aggravate RA pathogenesis. On the other hand, under Th1 and Th2 differentiation condition, the production of Th1 cytokine IFN-γ (Fig. 6C) and Th2 cytokine IL-4 (Fig. 6D) by T cells was not apparently influenced by the present of TL1A.

**Discussion**

In this study, we reported that TL1A aggravated RA in a mouse CIA model. Mechanistic investigation discerned that under stimulation of inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1β and TNF-α, SF was capable of producing TL1A, which, in turn, could enhance the production of inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-17 and TNF-α. This study revealed a possible role of TL1A in RA pathogenesis. In our CIA mouse model, the systemic administration of TL1A could have pathogenic effects on two fronts. One front is in the...
joints locally. As demonstrated in our in vitro study, TL1A promoted T cells to secrete locally TNF-α, an established culprit in RA development (3). It also promoted local IL-17 production, which has also been implicated in RA pathogenesis (4). The second front is probably in the lymphoid organs, such as the spleen, lymph node, and bone marrow, where Abs are produced. TL1A drastically increased the size and number of germinal centers in the spleen, suggesting that it could drive B cell activation and differentiation. Indeed, mice receiving TL1A showed heightened titers of serum anti-collagen Ab, which is pathogenic in both mouse CIA and RA patients (31). The effect of TL1A on B cells is probably indirect via T cells, because B cells display almost no DR3 (8), and we could not detect any direct effect of TL1A on B cell activation and proliferation (data not shown).

Is TL1A a relevant factor involved in RA pathogenesis? In mouse CIA, we identified increased TL1A mRNA in inflammatory joints. In humans, we discovered elevated TL1A titers in RA synovial fluids, and found that SF under the influence of IL-1β and TNF-α could evoke TL1A secretion. This puts TL1A into a possible loop of a vicious circle that aggravates RA pathogenesis. Once RA is in progress, local IL-1β and TNF-α levels are increased in the joints, produced mainly by monocytes/macrophages (32). In addition to their harmful effects in causing local inflammation (33, 34), these cytokines could also trigger SF to produce TL1A, which could, in turn, augment TNF-α production by infiltrating T cells in the joints. The IL-17 induced by TL1A could be another detrimental factor ramified from this vicious loop, causing further local inflammation in the joints.

In a study that was published while our manuscript was under revision, Bamias et al. demonstrated that rheumatic factor-positive RA patients showed elevated serum TL1A titers (30). The increased serum TL1A titers in RA patients suggest that TL1A outside the joints may also play a role in RA pathogenesis. We have shown that bacterial Ag stimulation in the form of CFA was sufficient to trigger TL1A expression in dendritic cells and monocytes/macrophages in draining lymph nodes. It is possible that under a pathophysiological condition, certain RA-susceptible individuals have increased TL1A titers in secondary lymphoid organs upon environmental Ag stimulation; the augmented TL1A levels enhance the production of Ab, some of which might be autoreactive to joint tissues; this process then initiates RA pathogenesis.

In this regard, it is noteworthy that DR3 gene duplication in chromosome region 1p36.3 is prevalent in RA patients (35), raising the possibility that TL1A and DR3 interaction indeed plays a role in human RA pathogenesis.

In summary, we demonstrated that TL1A is a novel mediator involved in RA pathogenesis and is a possible therapeutic target for this disease.

Note added in proof. While our manuscript was under review, Bull et al. (36) reported that DR3 (the receptor of TL1A) gene...
knockout mice were resistant to Ag-induced arthritis. They further demonstrated that anti-TL1A mAb could reduce severity of both Ag-induced arthritis and CIA in mice. These new findings support our conclusion that TL1A might have pathogenic roles in mouse CIA and human RA.
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